“ Park Fun ”

Tools Needed:

Trimmer, scissors, adhesive, scalloped circle punch, decorative border punch,
scoring board, dimensional adhesive, staples, paint & misting spray (optional).

Supply List:

Patterned Paper: 1 sheet each: Petal Power (Item #433), Play Date (Item #435), Juicy 		
		Good Time (Item #436), Popsicle Kisses (Item #437), Happy
		Clouds (Item #438) (Sunshine & Happiness). Also 1 sheet Quadrants
		
(Item #190) (Family Dynamix).
Stickers: 		
1 sheet Just Write Journaling Stickers (Item #442), 1 sheet Alpha+Bits
		
stickers (Item #441) (Sunshine & Happiness). Also 1 sheet Just Write
		Journaling Stickers (Item #424) (Baby Boy).
Chipboard:
1 package Saltwater Simply Simona Alphabets (Item #240), 1 package
		Asparagus & Pickle Juice Essensials (Item #233), 1 package Ice & 		
		Chlorine Essensials (Item #234).
Designer Tape:

Directions:

Designed by Laura Vegas

Find us on Facebook!
Looking for more ideas & inspiration?
Check out our Studio Blog & Idea Galleries!
To order Bella Blvd e-mail us for wholesale information: sales@bellablvd.net

Pickle Juice Dot (Item #298).

1. Lightly mist (optional) top left & bottom right corners of Quadrants (graph backside)
paper, and use as layout base.
2. Trim Play Date (pink wood grain backside) paper to 1x12”, punch along length using
border punch, & adhere across top of Quadrants paper.
3. Print (6) 2x3” photos, leaving a white border around all. Using finger, swipe a dab
of pink paint around edges of photos (optional). Let dry & adhere to layout.
4. Trim 1.5x12” strip from Happy Clouds (aqua chevron backside) & Popsicle Kisses
(orange dot backside) paper, & 1.75x12” strips from Juicy Good Time (striped
backside), Petal Power (green leaf backside), & Popsicle Kisses papers. Use border
punch along the length of each strip (on one side only).
5. Using a scoring board, score each strip of patterned paper at ½” intervals, going
down the length of each strip. Accordian fold each strip, adhering two ends together,
& then forming into a flower shape, making sure punched edge is on the outside.
Adhere each to a scrap of cardstock, to hold the flower together.
6. To the center of each pleated flower, add a chipboard circle piece, or circle sticker.
Then adhere flowers to bottom of layout, overlapping as needed.
7. Tear pieces of Pickle Juice Dot Designer Tape, and fold over the sides of
“On A Summer Afternoon” sticker & your 2 journaling blocks, then staple. Adhere all
three items to layout, using dimensional adhesive.
8. Use Saltwater Chipbaord Simply Simona Alphabets to create title.

